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ABSTRACT

Algorithms recommended for inclusion in an update of

the AD real-time range safety control program, P2457, are

developed. The developed algorithms include ones for large

and small beta fragment impact prediction by table look-up

procedures, adaptive exponential digital filtering of radar

daLa, and the optimal combining of radar and telemetered

navigation system/altimeter system data for use in impact

prediction. The algorithms are presented in a form conducive

to fast, efficient incorporation in the P2457 update.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

During Task SER 82-1, algorithms which should be

included in an updated version of the real-time range safety

cortr-1 program (P2457) for the VAX 11/780 real-time computer

configuration were identified. The identified algorithms were

of three types:

a) Algorithms being utilized in P2457, requiring

no modifications,

b) Algorithms utilized in P2457, requiring modifi-

cations, and

c) New algorithms not currently included in P2457.

Among the new algorithms identified and recommended were the

following:

1) Because vacuum instantaneous impact predictions

(liPs) were found to be inappropriate for most

tactical weapon tests and the current P2457

drag/wind lIP algorithm was found to be too slow

for multiple weapon tests, the use of table

lookup lIP algorithms for the largest and smallest

beta fragments of a destroyed vehicle were

recommended for inclusion in a P2457 update.

2) Because the current radar digital filter algorithm

used in P2457 was found to have several deficiencies,

including instability, a fast, stable exponential

weighted filter algorithm was recommended.
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3) Because of radar data degradation at the low

elevation angles common on advanced AD weapon

tests, the inclusion of algorithms for processing

telemetered inertial navigation and altimeter

data was recommended.

The purpose of this study was to develop the above

three algorithms and present them in a form conducive to fast,

efficient incorporation into a P2457 update on the VAX 11/780

configuration. Other required algorithms identified in Task

SER 82-1 will be developed later.
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2.0 SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

2.1 Summary

The following algorithms were developed during this

study and presented in a form suitable for efficient incorporation

in a P2457 update on the AD VAX 11/780 real-time computer

configuration.

1) Table lookup algorithms for generating the large

and small beta fragment vertices of a debris triangle.

2) A stable, fast, adaptive exponential filter algorithm

to replace the current unstable radar data filter

algorithm of P2457.

3) Algorithms for combining radar data with telemetered

INS and altimeter data to obtain smooth, unbiased

trajectory state vector estimates.

The above developed algorithms can be included in the

development of a type B5 computer program specification, as

recommended in Task SER 82-1.

2.2 Recommendations

It is recommended that the impact prediction, adaptive

exponential filtering, and radar/TM data combinative algorithms

developed during this study be incorporated in the planned

update of the real-time range safety control program, P2457. The

algorithms should be included in a type B5 computer program

specification for the P2457 update.
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3.0 REAL-TIME IMPACT PREDICTION ALGORITHMS

3.1 Background

Several reasons why the current impact prediction

algorithms in P2457 should be replaced were cited in Reference

1. The primary reason given for discarding the vacuum impact

predictor was that its predictions have become increasingly

unrealistic and too restrictive for advanced tactical weapon

tests, which are conducted primarily in the lower regions of

the atmosphere. For example, consider the following case,

which is highly possible for near-future weapons:

SAltitude 5000 feet
Speed Mach 2.7

- 1 Flight path angle 300 above horizontal
cc Fragment ballistic coefficient(s) 500

True down range impact distance 36,500feet
Vacuumpredicted down range distance 250,O00feet

It can easily be seen that use of the vacuum impact prediction

to determine test boundaries would be unnecessarily restrictive.

The primary reason given in Reference 1 for discarding

the current drag and wind corrected impact predictor algorithm

was that the required numerical integration is too slow to be

used for predicting impacts on tests involving multiple weapons

and multiple fragments. Each prediction can consume as much as

200 milliseconds on the CDC 6600, and the time required could be

greatly increased on the VAX 11/780, where the use of double

precision might also be necessary.
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Reference I recommended that, for an update of P2457

on the VAX 11/780 configuration, table look-up algorithms

similar to those proposed in Reference 2 should be developed.

Two types of impact prediction algorithms are needed: a) an

algorithm for predicting the impact point of the fragment

having the largest 6 (or the intact vehicle) and b) an algorithm

for predicting the impact point of the smallest fragment which

is hazardous. It was also recommended in Reference 1 that the

two predicted impact points be presented on a graphics display

as two vertices of a debris triangle, as shown in Figure 3.1.1.

One of the purposes of this study is to develop the large and

small impact prediction algorithms in a form conducive to

inclusion in an update of P2457 on the VAC 11/780 configuration.

3.2 Lagrangian Interpolation and Extrapolation of
Multivariate Tables

Table look-up impact predictors require the use of

interpolation algorithms. In developing an interoolation

algorithm, one must consider the following:

1) Number of independent variables
2) Spacing of independent variables
3) Degree of interpolation polynominal
4) Need for extrapolation outside the table

Based upon Reference 2, it is concluded here that the required

interpolation algorithm must be able to accept three unevenly spaced

independent variables (trivariate interpolation). Selection of

the interpolation polynominal degree involves a tradeoff between
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using linear interpolation of a table requiring a large

block of storage and higher degree interpolation requiring

less storage. In order to make optimal use of the 8K byte VAX

11/780 cache memory, the use of small tables would be desirable.

Lagrangian interpolation is a widely used method for performing

polynominal interpolation and extrapolation of tables having

unevenly spaced variables. For second degree polynominal

interpolation and extrapolation, the Lagrange formula is:

f(X) =((X-Xl)(X-X2) / (XO-XI)(XO-X2)) f(Xo)

+((X-Xo)(X-X 2 )/ (Xl-XO)(XI-X2)) f(X1) (3.2.1)

+((X-Xo)(X-XI) / (X2-xo)(X2-Xl)) f(X2)

where

X = coordinate of desired interpolated point

f(X) = the desired interpolated function approximation

Xc,XI,X2 = three values of the independent variable

f(X0),f(Xl),f(X2) = functional values for X=XO,XI,X2

Available bivariate and univariate second degree

Lagrangian interpolation subroutines (References 12 and 13) were

combined to form the required trivariate subroutine. A listing

of the subroutine (LAGRAN) is provided in Appendix A. Since a

primary reason for recommending table look-up drag/wind corrected

impact prediction was computational speed, a large three dimen-

sional table (6x8xlO=480 elements) was input to LAGRAN on the

CDC 6600 computer and the interpolation was timed. It was found
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that 100 interpolations could be performed in 0.045 seconds,

or in less than 0.5 milliseconds per interpolation. Thus, the

table look-up algorithm is as much as 400 times as fast as the

current real-time drag/wind corrected impact predictor (Sub-

routine IMPACT) and should be suitable for use on tests re-

quiring predictions for several objects.

3.3 Trajectory Integrator

The current drag/wind corrected impact prediction

subroutine (IMPACT) was evaluated in Reference 12 and was found

to provide satisfactory impact predictions for tactical weapon

tests, although minor modifications were recommended. A modified

version of IMPACT and its auxiliary subroutines are recommended

for inclusion in the P2457 update; however, they will be used

to develop the required large and small B impact prediction

tables rather than to predict impacts during real-time execution.

For the development of the tables the following modifications are

recommended:

1) The hazardous small a body requiring impact

predictions on some tests (e.g., MGD, FIREBOLT)

will be the parachute and its load. Because

of the slow rate of descent, the integration

of parachute trajectories to impact, using the

IMPACT subroutine, is extremely time consuming.

A version of the fast parachute prediction

algorithm presented in Appendix B should be added

to the IMPACT codes and be used for generating

parachute impact prediction tables.
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2) The current version of IMPACT utilizes an

exponential atmospheric density model (recently

modified from a quadratic model). The densities

given by the exponential model can differ from

the true densities by several percent and can also

result in impact prediction errors of several

percent. It is recommended that the subroutine

be modified to interpolate atmospheric densities

from the latest weather deck. The linear inter-

polation subroutine INPOL, listed in Appendix B,

can be used to perform the required interpolation.

3.4 Vehicle and Fragment Weight, Area and Drag Data

Vehicle or fragment area and weight and coefficients

of drag versus Mach number are currently input to P2457 by card

prior to a test. For the P2457 update, it is recommended that

a library of this information be stored on a tape or disk file

and be selected automatically as a function of test vehicle type.

One of the recommendations of Task SER 82-6 is that a menu defining

the test vehicles be presented on a CRT prior to a test and be

selectable by an interactive device such as a joystick controlling

a cursor. Among the characteristics defining the vehicle are the

fol lowing:

I Vehicle name (e.g., Bomarc)
I Shooter/target/missile relationships
I Radar assignments
I Destruct key

If the 82-6 recommendations are accepted, it will be

convenient to identify the proper disk file for the vehicle through
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use of the selected name. For the purpose of generating the

impact prediction tables, it will also be convenient to in-

clude on the data files default values defining the vehicle

per .,dnce envelopes. In order to handle sudden new require-

ments, the P2457 update should also offer the option of overriding

the values on the library file through the keyboard.

3.5 Small 6 Impact Predictioi, Tables

The smallest hazardous 6 fragment impact prediction

tables recommended for a P2457 update are based upon the recom-

mendations of Reference 4. Real-time implementation of the

algorithm requires the following steps:

1) Prior to the test, enter the proposed modified

version of IMPACT with the following data:

a) Test origin latitude, longitude, height

b) Flight azimuth = 0 o

c) CD for small B fragment (or reefed and open

parachute CD tables)

d) Fragment weight(W)

e) Fragment area (A)

f) Wind velocity components, speed of sound,

and atmospheric density versus altitude

g) xO=Zo=VXo=VYo=VZo=O

h) Series of altitudes, ho i  i = 1,n
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2) From output of IMPACT, form the impact prediction

tables:

Altitude X(North Z(East)
(feet) (feet) (feet)

hA X Z1

h2  AX 2  AZ2

h AX AZ
n n n

Here, hn  should be higher than the maximum expected altitude during

the test.

3) During real-time execution, linearly interpolate the

AX, AZ tables to the current altitude, h. Subroutine

INPOL, Appendix B, can be used for this purpose.

4) Approximate the correction for the small 6 fragment

initial crosswind velocity:

AXc= AR COS (W)

AZc= AR SIN (p)

p: ARCTAN (Z o/X )

ARC= (VT(h)) 2 COS(y) (1+(SIN(y))/2+Ln(V0 /VT(h)))/g

VT(h)= terminal velocity at altitude h (see Appendix B)
Vo0= (Xo02+jo2+ Zo2) 11

2

Y= ARCSIN(Y /V )

X 0,Y ,z = current velocity vector components

g= acceleration of gravity (32.2 ft/sec )
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5) Sum the corrections to obtain the total corrections:

., X = AXh + AX

AI P "'h * "Zc

6) Approximate AYIp: AY p1  =-((AXIp)2 + (AZIp) 2)/(4.18xlO
7

7) Enter subroutine XYZLLH with the present position

latitude and longitude and with AX1 p, AY p, AZIp to

obtain the small B impact prediction.

A macro flow chart of the the proposed small B impact

prediction process is presented in Figure 3.5.1.
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Read Vehicle

C• t .z / Data(C D' W,A) and
Initialization Weather Data

(See Step 1)

Generate AX, AZ
Tmpact Tables with
Subroutine IMPACT - Real-Time Execution
(See Step 2)

Interpolate Tables
for AX, AZ at

Desired lIP Rate
(See Step 3)

F
Compute Initial

Sum the Interpolated crosswind Velocity

and Crosswind Corrections Corrections
(Step 5) (See Step 4)

Compute the
IIP Y Coordinate

(Step 6)

Enter XYZLLH with
Present , Ah and
XIP,YIP,ZIP.

Output 0IP, xIP
(Step 7)

Macro Flow Chart of Small 8 Impact Prediction Process

Figure 3.5.1
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3.6 Large f3 Fragment Impact Prediction

Ideally, the larqe fi downranqe, crossrange impact

lookup tables should be ba' ed uton four independent fragment

initial condition variable,,:

h - altitude

( - flight pdth a;gle, ,ve !bove horizontal

V - velocity magnitude, or speed

- clockwise heading from north

Using the current estimates of the four parameters from radar

data as inputs, the four dimensional tables could be entered

in real-time to obtain interpolated values of the downrange and

crossrange impact distances.

The inclusion of 4, as one of the independent variables

is due mainly to the questionable need to account for wind

forces, although small coriolis force effects also vary with

the initial heading. In the Reference 3 study of large ) impact

predictors, the effects of wind on the predictions was considered

negligible relative to the large differences between the drag-

corrected predictions and the vacuum predictions, and p was

therefore not included as one of the independent table variables.

Analyses conducted during this study showed that the inclusion

of would require, for some tests, tables exceeding 1000

storage locations. This was considered excessive relative to

the impact prediction improvement which could be achieved;

therefore, it is one of the recommendations of this study that
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the large 3 tables should be functions of only altitude, flight

path angle and velocity magnitude. For tests in which the

nominal trajectory heading is known, most of the error due to

wind can still be accounted for by entering this nominal heading

intn the impact prediction subroutine before generating the

tables. Table 3.6.1 shows some "worst case" effects of ignoring

the wind in performing large 3 impact predictions. The cross-

range components are due mainly to wind. The tables also show

that the vacuum versus drag corrected impact differences are

much larger than the errors due to ignoring wind. In generating

the tables with the IMPACT subroutine, a 100 ft/sec wind speed

from 2700 (due west) was imposed.

The steps required in the recommended largep8 impact

prediction procedure are as follows:

1. A record containing the table independent initial

condition variables for the test vehicle of interest

must be on an input file. Also on the record

should be the large p fragment (or intact vehicle)

weight, effective drag area and drag versus mach

number table. The record should be identifed

by test vehicle type (e.g., Bomarc). Based upon

tests performed during this study, the following

numbers of independent variables of each category

should be included in the record:
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Altitude (feet) - 7 values

Flight path angle (degrees) - 7 values

Velocity magnitude (ft/sec) - 5 values

This will result in a generated table containing

245 dependent variables plus the 19 independent

variables. Example of independent variables

which might be required for Bomarc:

h CLV

500 -10 250

5000 0 750

15000 10 1000

30000 30 2000

50000 50 3000

65000 70

75000 90

2. If wind corrections are desired, the nominal mean

heading, , must be entered from the keyboard

for each vehicle requiring impact prediction.

3. Prior to the test, a command to generate the

large 3 impact prediction tables is made. The

proper vehicle data will be read from the vehicle

data file and all combinations of the independent

variables will be used as inputs to the modified

IMPACT subroutine. If p has not been entered

(Step 2 above), wind speed will be set to 0.0 and

only one table containing the downrange distances

as the dependent variables will be generated

(default ip 00). If is entered, the available
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wind data will be used and an additional table

containing the crossrange values will be generated.

The tables must be stored in arrays compatible

with the LAGRAN subroutine calling sequence (see

Appendix A).

4. During real-time execution, after the vehicle

present latitude (@), longitude (X), altitude (h),

flight path angle (a), heading (f) and velocity

magnitude (V) have been determined from radar

(or other) data, subroutine LAGRAN will be called

for interpolation of the downrange and crossrange

impact prediction tables (see Appendix A). The

outputs will be X (downrange) and Z (crossrange).

5. Subroutine XYZLLH must be entered with the following

data to obtain the desired large 6 impact point:

Present latitude (f)

Present longitude (X)

Present altitude (h)

Present heading (*)

Interpolated Xip

Interpolated ZIP
Computed YIP (h + (X2

(IP + Z1 p)/(4.18 x 10)

KODE = 3

XYZLLH will return ¢IP, XIP and hip

A macro flow chart of the large i fragment impact

prediction process is presented in Figure 3.6.1.
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Initial ization

Re ad
'ehicle Daita

Wvather Data

Keyboard Input:
Nominal Heading

(See Step 2)

Generate the Downrange
W Impact Tables with
Subroutine IMPACT
(See Step 3)

Generate the Crossrange
(Z) Impact Tables if i4
was Entered

Real-Time Execution

Interpolate Tables at

ou _, C;I

Desired RliP Rate with

Subroutine LAGRAN
(See Step 4) Cmue

(See Step 5)

Macro Flow Diagram of the Proposed
Large 83 Impact Prediction Process

Figure 3.6.1
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4.0 REAL-TIME RADAR DIGITAL FILTER ALGORITHM

4.1 Background

It was recommended in Reference I that the current

red,-Lime radar data digital filter algorithm, which is con-

tained in subroutine TARGET of P2457, should be replaced with

a filter of the exponentially weighted type if P2457 is updated

on the VAX 11/780. Reasons given for this recommendation were

the following:

1. The TARGET filter is unstable, being completely

unable to eliminate past errors in its output

(e.g., errors due to roundoff). Divergence of

the filter due to roundoff errors when run on a

32 bit computer is illustrated in Figure 4.1.1.

The stable output of an exponential filter, using

the same input data, is shown in Figure 4.1.2.

2. The TARGET filter requires a lengthy time period

(normally five seconds) to become reinitialized

after data dropouts.

3. In order to avoid divergence, the TARGET algorithm

would have to be written in double precision for

the VAX 11/780. The exponential algorithms would

require only single precision.

4. As shown in Reference 9, the TARGET algorithm

requires several times as many computational steps

and several times the storage of an exponentially
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weighted filter. This disadvantage would be

increased (by a factor as large as four) because

of the need for double precision on the VAX 11/780.

5. The proposed expansion of P2457 to handle up to

eight radar inputs will further increase the dis-

advantages of using the TARGET algorithm, in terms

of speed and storage.

The recommendation of an exponential filter algorithm

in place of the TARGET algorithm was based largely upon the

results of two previous studies (References 8 and 9). In

Reference 8, the characteristics of real-time filters which

have been used in range safety work at the various test ranges

was discussed. All of these filters, in various ways, attempt

to compromise between

(a) reducing the ratio of output noise to

input noise to a minimum and

(b) reducing the bias in the filter output to

a minimum.

The method of least squares is a universal approach to

achieving (a). Editing schemes involving trend detection with

subsequent modification of filter weights are used to achieve

(b). Two other important choices often enter into the design

of a range safety digital radar filter:

1. A choice of filtering in the radar's natural

coordinates (azimuth, elevation, range in the

case of the FPS-16) or in a rectangular cartesian

coordinate system.
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2. A choice of constraining the output of the

filter to satisfy a physically realistic set

of differential equations (including the forces

of drag, lift, thrust, gravitation, etc.) or

constraining the output to follow a low degree

polynomi nal.

The choice of the real-time filters in current range

safety use at the various ranges has been dictated largely by

computer storage and speed requirements. As a result, recursive

exponential least squares filtering of cartesian coordinate data

with polynominal constraints has been the leading choice. This

type of filtering also goes by the names " a, ,7 filtering",

"discounted least squares", and "fading memory polynominal

filtering". It has the following features.

1. It is fast. For example, the recursive algorithm

for a quadratic exponential filter can be expressed

as

F - X - 1  - XT 2

X = X + ac (4.1.1)

X : X + XT1  + F_

where

X0  is the current observation,

T1  is the time increment between observations,

T = . 5T12

x, B, y are the filter weights, and

X, X, X is the current state vector estimate.
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2. It requires a minimum of computer storage.

Only 10 wiemory locations are required for the

above algorithm.

3. It is readily adaptable. The weights, a, 3,

and Y can be expressed as simple functions of

one constant (. Using trend checks on the

residuals (the c's in the above recursion) as a

basis, the filter's effective memory may be

easily contracted or exDanded to arrive at the

desired compromise between noise reduction and bias

and stability control.

4. It gives the most weight to the most recent data.

This allows quick response to changes in target

motion.

5. It is stable. Due to the fact that weight given

past data and past state vector estimates are a

function of age, past input and computational errors

gradually disappear.

Reference 9 contained a comparison of various test

range filters in terms of speed and storage requirements. The

speed comparisons were in terms of the number of arithmetical

operations required to fit one channel of data (e.g., the X

position coordinate) to a second degree polynominal. The com-

parisons for state vector computation only (no editing, no

variance estimation), were as follows:
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Number of

Algorithm Operations

Moving Arc (51 points 306+

Moving Arc (N points) 6N+

Current AD TARGET (after initialization) 33

Modified AD TARGET (from Ref.8 - after 27
initialization)

Kalman 257

Exponential 13

I
The numerical storage requirement comparisons, again

assuming estimation of position, velocity and acceleration with

a second degree polynominal fit to one input channel, were as

follows:

Algorithm Number of
Storage Cells

Moving Arc (51 points 207

Moving Arc (N points) 4N+3

Current AD TARGET (51 points - after 127
initialization)

Modified AD TARGET (51 points - after 63
initialization)

Kalman 64

Exponential 10

Reference 9 mentioned two deficiencies of exponential

filters:

I The filters are not self-starting. They need

approximate initial state vectors computed by

some other method.
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I Overshoot and undershoot settling problems

are common after sudden changes in the inDut

signal characteristics due to such events as

rocket ignition, burnout and stage separation.

Reference 9 showed that the first deficiency could be

overcome by using an "expanding memory" filter algorithm and

that the second could be overcome by applying multiple exponen-

tial filters having different weights to the input data and

using an intercomparison scheme to select the optimal outputs.

The recommended second degree polynominal expanding memory filter

is recursively updated as follows:

Starting with X = X X = X = j = 0,

D = (j+3)(j+2)(j+1)*, 2

X+XT+X ' /2

E : X - X (4.1.2)

X = x+3(3j 2+3j+2)E/D

X =X+XT+18(2j+1)E/(DT)

X X*+60E/(DT )

j :j+1

where

X 0 is the current observation,

T is the time between samples,

j is the sample number (j=O,l ...n) and

X,X, X is the current state vector estimate
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4.2 Recommended Algorithm

4.2.1 Algorithm Development

The algorithms defined by Equations 4.1.1 and 4.1.2

are capable of smoothing and differentiating radar data to form

an initial position/velocity state vector which can be used

for generating real-time instantaneous impact predictions (lIPs).

However, in addition to smoothing and differentiating, a range

safety digital filter must also perform other important tasks,

including:

1. It must edit the input data and replace limited

quantities of detected bad data with extrapolated

data.

2. It must detect and adapt to sudden changes in target

motion or input data quality by optimally modifying

the weights assigned the data.

3. It must estimate the uncertainty (variance) in its

smoothed position and velocity estimates. These

uncertainties can be used for generating lIP

uncertainty ellipses and for automatic best data

source selection.

The exponential filter algorithm developed during this

study is a modified version of the one developed in Reference 9.

The previously developed filter had the following features:

1. It accepted data from up to four radars.

2. Filter weights could be selected to give zero,

first and second degree polynomial filtering.
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3. "On-Track" bit was utilized.

4. Three sets of filter weights were applied to each

channel of input.

5. A zero degree polynomial filter was used to estimate

noise variance.

6. Adaptation was accomplished through interfilter

velocity comparisons, through residual trend detection

or by both methods.

7. Limits could be placed upon maximum allowable

residual size and upon maximum number of allowable

extrapolations.

8. Initialization and reinitialization of the exponential

filter was accomplished with the expanding memory

least squares polynomial algorithms (Equation

4.1.2 above).

9. Switching from the expanding memory to the exponential

algorithms was accomplished through comparison of

variance reduction factors (VRFs).

10. Computed variances could be modified with a priori

estimates and with computed VRFs.

Most of the above features have been retained in the

filter recommended for the P2457 update. The most significant

modification recommended is that the required subroutine should

accept only one channel at a time. This will allow the sub-

routine to be more general and will require that calibration

corrections, refraction corrections and coordinate transformation
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take place in another subroutine. The primary advantage of

this recommendation is that the subroutine will be able to accept,

without modification, data from systems other than land based,

monopulse radars (e.g., telemetered navigation and altimeter

system data, MTRACS data). A flow chart of a test bed version

of the subroutine, (program RADAR), designed for evaluating the

effectiveness of the various options, is presented in Figure

4.2.1.1. A listing of RADAR, a description of input requirements

and examples of tabular outputs are provided in Appendix C.

A description of the major features of the algorithm follows.

4.2.2 Fil ter E ffective Memory

The Reference 9 exponential filter weights (c%, ,y) were

required inputs to the program. In order to make the weighting

more meaningful to users of the subroutine, the weighting in

RADAR is controlled by inputting the "effective memory" of each

filter. The effective memory of an exponential filter is here

defined to be the number of points in the span of a moving arc

filter which gives the same variance reduction in filtered

position data as the exponential filter of the same degree, a

standard proposed in Reference 10. The effective memory is used

to compute the filter weights as follows:

Given the input filter effective memory, F points,

a 1-4.36/F

(4.2.2.1)
= 15(1+e)(1-e)2

y = 100(1-)
3
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The above relationship between the movinq arc and

exponential filter memories is highly accurate for long memories

but only approximate for short memories.

4.2.3 Initialization, Reinitialization

The recommended algorithm for initializing the exponential

filter and reinitializing after dropouts was given by Equation

4.1.2, from Reference 15. The initialization algorithm is allowed

to expand its memory until its position variance reduction factor

(VRF) is less or equal to the position VRF of the desired expon-

ential filter. The filtering is then transferred to the exponential

algorithm. The VRFs are computed as follows (from Reference 10):

Position VRF (Exponential) 
=  (1-e)(19+246+166

2 +6e 3

Velocity VRF (Exponential) = 50(1-6)3(49+500+13;2)/(e+1)5

Position VRF (Expanding) = (9N2+27N+24)/(N+1)
3

Velocity VRF (Expanding) = (19200N2+74400N+68400)/(N+3)s

(4.2.3.1)

where N is the number of points in the expanding memory filter

span and e was defined in Equations 4.2.2.1..

4.2.4 Variance Estimation

The recommended noise variance estimation scheme used

in RADAR applies a zero degree exponential filter to the squares of

the filter residuals. To avoid the use of extremely wild points

(which are detected in the editing process), a limit is set upon

the maximum residual allowed to be used. The variance estimation

algorithms is as follows:
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V(residual) X°-X

If (iV -Vmax) V = Vmax (4.2.4.1)

S(Variance) S + a(V2-S)

where XV and X were defined in Section 4.1.

The variance estimate output by the filter can be

increased by an input a priori value to account for undetectable

low frequency noise. The program multiplies the noise variance

estimates by the previously defined VRFs (Equation 4.2.3.1) to

obtain estimates of variance in the smoothed data.

4.2.5 DataEditinj

The recommended data editing scheme used in RADAR

compares the input observations against observations computed

from an extrapolated state vector. If the differences (REPS)

exceed a prescribed value or the offtrack bit is on, the input

observation is replaced with the extrapolated value. The

algorithm proceeds as follows:

£3 = £I

F3 el1/
E4 3S

If E4 >cis E3 = c4

If REPS >c3' extrapolated value is used.

Here,

S was defined in Section 4.2.4 and E 1 is an input

tolerance value.

An input value, NMAX, places a limit on the maximum

number of extrapolations allowed before reinitialization of the

filter must take place.
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4.2.6 Filter Adaptation

Closely related to data editing is filter adaptation.

This consists of varying the filter weights as a function of

target dynamics or of data quality. Servo error voltage and

AGC measurements have been used for this purpose in the develop-

ment of real-time digital filters for ON-AXIS radars (Reference

15). In typical usage, if the filtered error voltages exceed

prescribed values, the filters are "opened up", giving more

weight to newly acquired data and reducing the effective filter

memory. AGC measurements are used to place limits on the filter

weights. Unfortunately, servo error voltage and AGC measure-

ments are not available at the AD real-time computers; alternative

adaptation procedures are required.

Two adaptation tests were developed during the Reference

9 study. These have been modified and extended during this study.

The basic purposes of the tests are to:

a) avoid settling periods after events such as missile

stage separation and data dropouts, and

b) detect possible filter bias or divergence.

The revised adaptation process developed during this

study and included in the RADAR filter program makes use of the

fact that several exponential filters can be applied in less

computer time than is required for other types of filters.

This allows the optimum filter to be selected through inter-filter

comparisons and simulates the type of adaptation being accomplished
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with error voltage and AGC measurements by other ranges. At

the same time, it eliminates response and settling problems

commonly experienced with other filters. In the adaptation

algorithm developed for the Reference 9 study and extended

during this study, three exponential filters were applied to

each channel of input.

The complete adaptation process is shown in the Figure

4.2.1.1 flow chart, beginning at entry point DD. Several

sequential tests must be passed by the filter selected as best.

The tests include the following:

1) Tests to determine if the filter is extrapolating

due to the editing procedure (Section 4.2.5).

The longest filter which is not extrapolating is

normally designated best.

2) Tests which compare differences between filter outputs

against a tolerance value and count the number of

successive differences which exceed the tolerance.

A large number of successive differences exceeding

the tolerance is assumed to indicate that the longer

filter is biased or diverging, and the shorter filter

is then designated best. The tolerance (TOLZ)

and the allowed maximum number of differences (MAXNV)

are input values.

3) Tests which count the number of successive residuals

having the same sign. If the number exceeds an input

value (NRMAX), the filter output is assumed to be
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biased or diverging, and a shorter filter is

selected as best.

4.2.7 Filter Coordinate Systems

Reference 9 details several advantages for filtering

in a system's natural coordinate system (e.g., azimuth,

elevation, range) rather than in transformed coordinates

(e.g., rectangular, cartesian). The advantages include:

a) Unlike cartesian coordinates, which are subject

to cross-coupling of errors, the natural coordinates

can usually be considered independent. This simpli-

fies error detection and analysis.

b) Filter weights can be selected in a more optimal

manner. For example, the FPS-16 range channel

normally requires a much shorter filter memory

than the angle channels.

The Reference 9 study only addressed the use of pulse

radar data for range safety control. Since that time, the use

of additional systems has been recommended (e.g., telemetered

navigation and altimeter data, MTRACS data). A re-examination

of the filter coordinate system problem during this study has

led to the conclusion that for the P2457 update, it is now

preferable to continue performing the digital filtering in

the test rectangular cartesian coordinate system. This will

greatly simplify the combining of the pulse radar data with

data from other systems (see Section 5).
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4.2.8 Ou tput Chara-cteristics

Examples of the output characteristics of the proposed

adaptive exponential filter are shown in Figures 4.2.8.1 and

4.2.8.2. The input data was Site A-20 radar range data derived

from a simulated AMRAAM trajectory and realistically contaminated

with noise. Figure 4.2.8.1 contain nIots of the filter

velocity outputs in feet/second versus time in seconds.

Figure 4.2.8.2 contains plots of the filter residual outputs

in feet versus time. The effective memories of the shortest,

i-termediate and longest filters were 21, 41 and 81 points,

respectively. The plots of the outputs which the adaptive

process determined best at each time point are in the lower

right hand corner of each figure. Some of the characteristics

of interest in the two figures were the following:

1. Because the missile attained maximum acceleration

within a fraction of a second after ignition,

causing high order derivatives to appear in the signal,

all three of the filters lagged to such an extent

that the adaptive logic required them to reinitialize

during the first two seconds of flight (event marked

A in the figures).

2. The 41 and 81 point filters diverged at points

where rapid changes in missile dynamics occurred.

The divergence was detected by the adaptive process

through the trended residual test (see Section 4.2.6).
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The divergence can easily be seen in the residual

plots of Figure 4.2.8.2 at the points marked B.

The effect on the velocity outputs can also be seen

at the points marked B in Figure 4.2.8.1.

3. The effectiveness of the multiple filter adaptive

process can be seen in the "Best Filter" output

plot of Figure 4.2.8.1. Note that the adaptive

process tended to select the shortest memory filter

output during periods of high dynamics and the

smooth longer memory filter outputs during periods

of low dynamics.
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5.0 REAL-TIME TELEMETRY DATA PROCESSING ALGORITHMS

5.1 Background

Many of the advanced weapon programs planned for

development by AD will require low level tests in which the

acquirpd radar data will be severely degraded due to clutter,

multipath and refraction effects. Because of the high dynamics

of the vehicles, radar track will be difficult to reacquire

if it is lost. An alternative to the use of only radar data

for range safety control of advanced weapon tests is the use

of Lelemetered on-board sensor data as back-up to the radar

data or in a combined radar/telemetry (TM) data trajectory

solution. On-board sensor data which might be used to augment

the tracking radar data include:

I Inertial navigation system (INS) data

I Radio navigation system (RNS) data

* Radar or barometric altimeter data

I Status information (e.g., seeker lock-on indication,

loss of command/control signal)

One of the Task SER 82-1 conclusions was that:

"Algorithms for the use of telemetered inertial navigation and

altimeter data should be included in the P2457 update". This

conclusion was based largely upon the analyses conducted during

Task SER 81-3 (Reference 11). One of the conclusions resulting

from 81-3 was the following:

Vertical coordinate and lIP data can be improved in

quality by an order of magnitude (and sometimes more)
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by judiciously combining the radar data with tele-

metered altimeter data and INS position and velocity

data. The combinative methods developed during this

study are both feasible and desirable for the real-

time estimation of present position coordinates and

liPs for use in the range safety control of AD weapon

tests. The combinative methods, involving the

application of least squares exponential filters to

radar-INS data differences and to radar-altimeter

data weighted averages, are described in this report

(Reference 11).

An example of the improvement in lIP quality which can

be achieved by combining radar and TM data is shown in Figures

5.1.1 through 5.1.4, the results of a realistic simulation of

data acquired on a low-level test over the Gulf. Figure 5.1.1

shows the noisy, but unbiased, lIP error trace resulting from

the use of radar data only. Figure 5.1.2 exhibits a typical

smooth, but trended, lIP error trace resulting from INS data

only. Figure 5.1.3 shows that, by combining the radar and INS

ddta, a relatively smooth, untrended lIP trace results.

Similarly, Figure 5.1.4 shows that by combining low elevation

radar data with altimeter data, the lIP trace can be greatly

improved.

A purpose of this study was to examine existing radar/TM

combinative algorithms, develop new ones if necessary, and

document the recommended algorithms in a form conducive to

efficient incorporation in a P2457 update.
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5.2 Coordinate Systems

There is an enormously wide variation in the types of

coordinate systems in which telemetered inertial navigation

and guidance system data have been presented. Variations

include the following types of coordinates:

I Geodetic latitude, longitude, altitude

I Rectangular cartesian

I Scrunched (non-orthogonal axes)

I Earth fixed

I Inertial

I Topocentric

I Earth centered

I Flight line oriented axes

I North-south, east-west oriented axes

I Tilted axes

A common additional problem in such data is that the

position data may be degraded by telemetering an inadequate

number of bits to provide a smooth trajectory plot (e.g., the

least bit telemetered by one aircraft INS is .0010 in latitude

and longitude, or as much as 365 ft.) This deficiency can

often be overcome by numerically integrating the telemetered

velocity data, for which the least bit is normally less than

one ft/sec.

An in-depth analysis of all of the coordinate system,

least bit and other problems involved in transforming telemetered
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INS data into a form suitable for use in range safety control

was considered to be beyond the scope of this study. These

problems must be considered on an individual weapon system

basis and a suitable transformation subroutine developed when

a requirement for real-time use in range safety control is

levied. It will be assumed here that the telemetered data has

been transformed into a form suitable for input to the XYZLLH

subroutine.

5.3 Recommended Radar/INS Combinative Algorithm

It was concluded in Task SER 81-3 (Reference 11)

that a Kalman or batch filter "best estimate of trajectory

(BET)" type approach to combining radar and TM data in real-

time was too time consuming for use on the multiple vehicle

test scenarios planned for the Eglin ranges. A re-examination

of the problem during this study has reaffirmed this conclusion.

It is recommended that the algorithms developed in Task 81-3,

modified to utilize the filter developed during this study, be

included in the P2457 update. The complete algorithm can be

expressed as follows:

XB : XINS + (XR -XINS) (5.3.1)

where

X B = Best estimate of the position/velocity/acceleration
vector, using radar/INS combination

XINS = Vector of inertial navigation indicated coordinates

XR = Vector of radar-indicated coordinates
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Here the bar represents low pass filtering of the

radar-INS differences. It is recommended that the adaptive

exponential filter developed in Section 4 of this report be

used to perform the required filtering. Because the filterinq

process of Equation 5.3.1 is, in essence, a method for estimating

low frequency errors in the INS data (e.g., the quadratic error

trend of Figure 5.1.2), the required effective memory inputs

to the filter will be much longer than for radar data alone.

A minimum effective memory of 10 seconds is suggested.

A conceptual flow chart of the combinative radar/INS

data processing is shown in Figure 5.3.1.

5.4 Recommended Radar/Altimeter Combinative Algorithm

Since radar or barometric altimeters supply only one

of the three coordinates required to define a present position

vector, a different combinative algorithm than that used in

combining radar and INS data is required. The combinative

algorithm recommended here is a modified version of the

algorithm proposed in Reference 11, the only major modification

being in the estimation of the weights to be used in the

weighted average process. The weighted average algorithm

used to obtain a best estimate of the Y (up) coordinates is

as follows:

YB =  (aY 2  + RA2  Y R Y2  + Y A aA ) (5.4.1)
R R
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where

Y =weighted least squares estimate of Up coordinate
B relative to the radar

YR = radar indicated Y, corrected for refraction

YA H HA - HR c2 C os 2 E/2R e a good approximation

of altimeter indicated Y for AD weapon tests

H R altitude of radar site

H A = altimeter indicated altitude above sea level

R = mean radius of earth
e

2 2
Rather than using a priori values for o and a , as

R A

was suggested in Reference 11, it is recommended that these

variances be estimated by passing YR and HA through the exponential

filter and obtaining variance estimates by Equations 4.2.4.1.

After obtaining the new estimate of YB using Equation 5.4.1,

improved estimates of X and Z can be computed as follows:

XB= (R2  _ y2)I/2 Cos A (5.4.2)

ZB= (R2  _ y2)112 Sin A

where A is the radar azimuth measurement and R is the refraction

corrected radar range.

After obtaining the improved estimates of X, Y, Z using

the combinative algorithm, the data should be input to the

exponential filter to obtain a smoothed state vector and the

related uncertainty estimates. A conceptual flow chart of the

radar/altimeter data combinative process is shown in Figure

5.4.1.
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APPENDIX A

LAGRAN Interpolation/Extrapolation Subroutines

Subroutine LAGRAN performs three variable,

2nd degree polynominal, Lagrangian interpolation of tables

of the form shown in Figure A.1. A FORTRAN listing of the

subroutine is presented on Paqes A-3 through A-5. The

elements of the calling sequence are as follows:

XX is the X coordinate of the desired interpolated
or extrapolated point,

YY is the Y coordinate of the desired interpolated
or extrapolated point,

ZZ is the Z coordinate of the desired interpolated
or extrapolated point,

X is the array of X coordinates,

Y is the array of Y coordinates,

Z is the array of Z coordinates,

TAB is the three dimensional array of function
values, given by TAB (I,J,K) = F(X(I), Y(J),Z(K)),

NX is the integer number of elements in the X array,

NY is the integer number of elements in the Y array,

NZ is the integer number of elements in the Z array,

M is 3 for second degree polynominal interpolation,

IEXTX is an integer returned by the subroutine
which has the following meanings:

IEXTX = 1 if extrapolation occurred above X table
IEXTX = 0 if interpolation occurred
IEXTX =-1 if extrapolation occurred below X table
IEXTX = M if M>NY

IEXTY is the same for the Y array as IEXTX,

ANS is the returned interpolated or extrapolated
function approximation.
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Three-Dimensional Table Input

to LAGRAN
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L A ,kA N 5 r 0u t i ne V 0 T R AN L I STING

SUB9OIJTINE LARAN(XX,YYZZ,X,Y,Z,TA,NX,NY,NZM,IEXTX,IEXTY,A NS)
C
C THREE VARIABLE LAGRANGITAN INTERPOLATION
C

LOGICAL ciUITXGUIrY
N=NZ - I
00 29 LL=2,N

IF(ZZ - Z(LL+I))30,29,29
29 CONTINUE

LL=NZ - 1
C
C INITIALIZE
C
30 fUITX=.FALSE.

0R11TY . FALSE.
m1~m
IE/IXX0
IEXTY=O

C
C FIND THE RANGE OF INTERPOLATION ALONG X
C

IF(M1 .LE. NX)GO TO 1
I= NX
IEXTX=M1

I DO 2 I=l,NX
IF(XX - X(l))3.9,2

2 CONTINUE
IEXTX= I
GO TO 8

3 MIDX~tI
IF(PIIDX .G1. 1)50 TO 4
IEXTX=-l
130 TO 5

4 IF(ABS(XX - X(IIIDX)) .GE. ABS(XX - X(PIIDX - I))GO TO 5
ISXPT=MIDX - (Ml / 2)
GO TO 6

5 ISXPT=PIIDX - ((M11 + 1) / 2)
6 IF(ISXPT .GT. 0)GO TO 7

lSXPT~ I
7 IEXPT=ISXPT + Ml - 1

IF(IEXPT .LE. NX)GO TO 10
8 ISXPT=NX - H11 + 1

IEXPT-NX
00 TO 10

8 GUITX=.TRUE.
c
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LAGFRAN Subroutine FOR~TRAN tSV

C FIND THE RANGE OF INTERPOLATION ALONG Y
c
10 IF(Ml .LE. NY)GO TO 11

M1:NY
I EXTY=HI

11 DO 12 J=1,NY
IF(YY - Y(J))13,19,12

12 CONTINUE
IEXTY~1
GO TO 18

13 MIDY=J
IF(MIDY .GT. 1)GO TO 14
IEXTY=-l
GO TO 15

14 IF(ABS(YY -Y(MIDY)) .GE. ABS(YY -Y(MIDY - ))GO TO 15
ISYPT=MIDY -(Ml / 2)
GO TO 16

15 ISYPT=MIDY -(fM1 + 1) / 2)
16 IF(ISYPT .GT. 0)GO TO 17

ISYPT~l
17 IEYPT=ISYPT + HI - 1

IF(IEYPT .LE. NY)GO TO 20
18 ISYPT=NY - Mi + 1

IEYPT=NY
GO TO 20

19 0UITY:.TRUE.
20 N=O

DO 28 LLL=(LL - 1),(LL + 1)
N=N + I
IF(GUITX .AND. GUITY)GO TO 27
IF(OUITX .AND. NOT. GUITY)GO TO 24
IF(.NCT. GUITX .AND. GUITY)GO TO 23

C
C INTERPOLATE ALONG X
C
21 DO 22 K=ISYPT,IEYPT
22 CALL INTER(XXTAB(1,K1LLL),X,ISXPT7 IEXPT,XLAG(K))

GO TO 26
23 CALL INTER(XXTAB(1,J,LLL),X,ISXPTIEXPT,XLAl(J))

DLAG(N):XLAG(J)
GO TO 28

C
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LA'GRAN Sb rou t ine F ORTAN L IST IING

C INTERPOLATE ALONG Y

C
24 DO 25 L=ISYPT.IE)YPT
25 XLAG(L)=TAB(I,L.LLL)
26 CALL INTER(YY,XLAG,Y,ISYPT,IEYPT,YLAG)

DLAG(N) =YLAG
GO0 TO 28

727 DLAG(N)zTA9(l,J,LLL)
F3 CONTINUE

C
C INTERPOLATE A! fiNG Z
C

BIrZ(LL - 1) - 2(11L)
B2=Z(LL - 1) - Z(LL + 1)
B3=Z(LL) - Z(LL + 1)
Ah=ZZ - Z(LL - 1)
A?=ZZ - Z(LL.)

A3=ZZ - Z(LL + 1)
C17DLAG(1) / (B1 * 82)
CZ=-DLAG(2) /(B1 B3)
C3=DLAE3(3) / (B2 * 83)
ANS=A2 * A3 *Cl + Al * A3 *C2 + Al A2 *C3
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE INTER(PT,FUN,ORD,ISPTIEPTALAG)
C

DIMENSION FUN(1)-ORD(1)
SUM=o.
PROD=1.
DO 3 J=ISPTlIEPT

PROD=PROD * (PT - IJRD(J)
DENOM=1.
DO 2 K=ISPT1 IEPT

lF(I( NE. J)GO TO 1
D=PT
6O TO 2

1 D=ORD(J)
2 DENOM=DENOM * (D - ORDK)
3 SUt =SUM + FUN(J) / DENOI

ALAG=SUM * PROD
RETURN
END
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APPENDIX B

Parachute Impact Predictor

In estimating the effects of wind on the parachute

impact prediction, it is assumed that the parachute becomes

inbedded in the wind at the time the chute opens. An addi-

tional assumption is that it falls at the average terminal

velocity computed over each weather deck sample interval by:

-2 +I /

VT K26 +1 + (\26/~

where

VT = average terminal velocity between altitudes

h and h

6 = W/CS

Pi atmospheric density at ith altitude(slugs/ft3

w = weight of parachute and load (pounds)

CD =coefficient of drag

S = effective drag area of parachute

The horizontal distances which the parachute falls

between altitudes hi+ I and hi are given by:

AX (North)Ati* ( WNi+WNi+l) /2 (B.2)

AZi(East)=Ati* (WEi+WEi+1)/ 2

where

At i= hi+l - h)/VT
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C .4T F LICITOJR (P IP)

SUB~ROUTINE PIP(ICOL.JFIP)
C-- PARACHUTE IMIPACT PREDICTOR -----

C P(72,ICOL) IS X NDRTH,FT.
c P(3,1COL) IS Y UiP, FT.
C P(4,ICOL) IS Z EAST, FT.
C P(11LICOL) IS ALTITUDE, FT.

REAL LAMOQRI
COMMOiEN /TABLES/ WEATHN(50,5),WATHER(5,50),AREAN,IWEATH,ICD,P(11,7
+),Fl,E2,IFL,DT.PHI,RLADAANS(10),PIT,PL '*4,PSI,FL,H,CFL,SFL

CONM~ON /AERO/ 9,CMAH,TAH(15),TA'PHA(I),TABA(100),TABCA(00),

ITABTHR(30),NALPH ,NP,CN RCA. 'ICH. AREFS ,CAERG, TMA H1( 15) ,TABCL 1100),
2TCA( 100) ,It1iOH1,N2'ACDSV)ST(40) .NCDP,SPINAT
COMMON /VRED/ AREF,LEIGHT,AMASS,CDO,CLO,CDA,CLA.L-OD,ABETA,GiLATLM,

+ WDOT(t0),ALOSS
COCMON /TRAJ/ PVHIST(7,50),PV(7),PVT(7),PHIORI,LAIORI,PSIORI
COMIMON /FLAGS/ N3WIND,NJLIFT,NODRAGNOTHRSTI IUTLCO'JNT,SPINFLGr
+JIMrj)'FCTR,IENTRYICHUTEGODOWN,IWING3,WIN3PFS

COM'MON IBDFG/ ADFLGEDALT,HLIMALTSTP,TIPIP,TFLMAX
DIMENSION WN(50),WE(50)rVT(50),ALT(50)
FETID =364586.0
DIR = 0.0174532925
NALTS =50
NLCDS = NCDP *2
BETA =WEII3HT/CDSVST(NLCDS)

4 DO 5 J=5,10
5 P(J,ICOL) c 0.0

DO 10 I=1,NALTS
NWTH =1-1

IF(WEAtHER(2,I).EQ.0.0) GO TO 12
W'D = WEATHER(3,I)*DrR
WS =WEATHERC4,I)
WN(I) = -WS * COS(WD) * 1.6877
WECI) = -WS * SIN(WD) * 1.6877
D =WEATHER(2,I)
VT(I) = SORT(1030758.0 * BETA/D)

10 ALT(I) =WEATHER(1,l)
12 NALTS a NWTH

CALL INPOL(ALI,WN,ZrWYNALTS)
CALL INPOL(ALITmEZ,WX,NALTS)
CALL INPIL(ALTIVT,Z,VTZFNALTS)
SUMTIM =P(1,ICOL)
XIP c 0.0
YIP =0.0
DO 30 I=2,NALTS
IF(ALT(I) - Z) 15,20,20

15 DALI ALI(I) - ALT(I-1)
DELI 2.0 * DALI / (VI(I) + VT(I-1))
XIP z XIP + 0.5 * DELI * (WE(I) + WE(I-1))

of
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FORTRAN LISTING OF PARACHUTE
IMPACT PREDICTOR (PIP)

YIP =YIP + 0.5 * DELT * (WY + WN(I-1))
SUMTIM =SUMTIM + DELT
GO TO 40

30 CONTINUE
40 IF(SUMTIM GOT. 0. .AND. SUMTIM .LE. TFLMAX)GO Ta 45

BAcDFLG:1.
GO TO 9000

45 P(2,ICOL) = P(2,ICOL) + YIP
P(3,ICOL) r 0.0
P(4,ICOL) =P(4,ICOL) + XIP
P(1,TCOL) = SUMTIM
P(11,ICOL) = 0.0
PHRIAD = PHlDPI * DTR
COPHI w COS(PHRAD)
iPIP = I
PARLAT = PHIORI + (P(2,ICOL)/FETID)
PARLON =LAMORI - (P(471C0L)/(FETID*COPHI))
WRITE(6,900) SUMTIMVT(1)

900 FORM'AT(IX,'IMPACT TIME (SEC) AND VELOCITY (FT/SEC)'12X,2(3XF8.2))
WRITE(6,1000) PARLAT,PARLON

1000 FORMAT(1X1 'PARACHUTE GEODETIC POSITION AT IMPACT',2(2X1F12.7))
WRITE(6,1010) (P(JJICOL),JJz2,4)

1010 FORMAT(1XI'PARACHUTE CARTESIAN POSITION AT IMPACT',3(1X,F12.1)
PIND - 1.
WRITE(10,4450) SUMTlMPARLAT,PARLON,PIND

4450 FORtAT(1X,F12.4,2(2X1FI0.7)rF4.l)
9000 RETURN

END
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FORTRAN LISTING OF LINEAR
INTERPOLATION SUBROUTINE (INPOL)

ELIPOUTINE INPOL(X,Y,T,FT,NALTS)
nTMENSION X(50), Y(50)
IF(X(1)-T) 11,11,4

11 DO I I=I,NALTS
IF(X(I)-T) 1,2,3

I CONTINUE
GO TO 4

2 FT = Y(I)
GO TO 4

3 K = I-I
FT = Y(K) + (Y(I)-Y(K)) * (T -X(K)) / (X(I)-X(K))

4 RETURN
END

-B-
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APPENDIX C

Adaptive Exponential Radar Data

Filter Program (RADAR)

A FORTRAN listing of a test bed adaptive exponential

radar data filter program (RADAR) developed during this study

is presented on Page C-3 through C-7. Required inputs to the

program are as follows:

ControlConstants

Name Meanin 

START Start time (seconds)

STOP Stop time (seconds)

NMAX Maximum number of extrapolations allowed
before reinitialization occurs

RESMAX Maximum size of residual to be used in
computing noise variance estimates

SWATE Alpha filter weight to be used in computing
variance, noise variance

MAXNV Maximum number of successive interfilter
velocity differences allowed to exceed TOL2

NRMAX Maximum number of successive residuals of
some sign allowed

IGA (6 values) Print output every IGAP point

NPOS Word position on tape of measurement to be
filtered

TSCALE Time scale factor

TOLl Discrepancy vector tolerance; used to
determine need for extrapolation
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Name Meaning

TOL2 Tolerance on differences between velocity
estimates of two filters

FILLEN (3 values) Effective memory (points) in shortest,
middle and longest filter

SPRIOR Estimated standard deviation of low
frequency noise component

NPLOTT Plots desired: YES or NO

Tape Input: The program RADAR currently accepts only the
output of the AMRAAM radar data simulation
program SITE.

Examples of the printed ouput of RADAR are presented in Figures
C.1 through C.6.
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PR~OGRAM RtADR(INPUTOUTPUT,TAPE2,TAPE3,TAPE4,TAPE5,TAPE6,
I TgAPE15=INPUT,TAPEIO)
DIMENSION XPP(4) XVP(4) ),AP(4) REPS (3),NEX(3) I FLAG (3),FWATE(3,3)
DIMENSION RESID(4) ,RNSIG(3) ,RPSIG(4) RSSIG(3,2) %~JRF(3,2) VRFE(4,2)
DIMENSION NP(3),PRESID(3) ,NRESID(3),THETA(3) ,IPRINT(6)
DIMENSION IGAP(6),WORD(72),FILLEN(3),KFG(12),TIT(3),LFLAG(3)
CHARACTER *3 NPLOTT
REWIND 10
NV32=0
N( 21 =0

DO 990 1=1,6
990 IPRINT(I)=-1001

DO 1010 JR=1,3
RESID( JR)=0.
PRESID(JR) =0.
RNSIG(JR)=0.
REPS( JR) =0.

NRESID(JR) =0

NP( JR)=0
NEX(JR)=0
IFLAG(JR)=1
XPP(JR)=0.
XVP(JR)=0.
XAP(JR)=0.
DO 1010 K=1,2
VRFE(JR,K)=O.

1010 RSSIf3(JR,K)=0.
READ (15, *)START, STOP, NMAX, RESMAX, SWATE, MAXNY, NRMAX, IGAP,NPOS,
1 TSCALE

C
C DISCREPANCY AND VELOCITY TOLERANCE
C

READ( 15,*)TDL1 1TOL2
C
C INPUT FILTER LENGiTHS
C

READ( 15,*) (FILLEN(JR) ,JR~1 r3)
DO 6 JR=1,3

THETA(JR)=l - 4.36 / FILLEN(JR)
FI4ATE(JR,1)=1 - THETA(JR)**3
FWATE(JR,Z)=I5 *(1 + THETA(JR)) *(I THETA(JR))**Z

6 FWATE(JR,3)=100 *(I - THETA(JR))**3
C
C PRIOR ESTIMATE OF OBSERVATION NOISE
C

READ( 15,*)SPRIOR
SPRIO2=SPRIOR**2

c
C INPUT PLOT DETERMINATION
c
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READ( 15,* )NPLOTT
PRINT 11,START,STOP,NMAX,RES'MAX,SWATE,r.AXNV,N4RMAX,IGAP,NPOS,
I TSCALE,TOLI,TOL2,((FWATE(IR,JR),JR:1,3),1R=1,3),SPRIOR,NPLOTT

11 FORMAT(IHI,BOX.'INPUT CONSTANTS'///1OX,'RAW START TIME',T40,F12.2/
l/IOX, 'RAW SlOP TIME', T40,FIZ.2//lOX, 'MAX EXTRAPOLATIONS ALLOWED',
2140,I5//IOX, 'MAX RESIDUAL',T40,FIO.3//IOX, 'VARIANCE FILTER WEIGHT'
3,T40,F6.3//lOX.'MAXIMUM NUMBER OF VELUCITIES',T40.13//IOX,
4'MAX RESIDUALS ALLOWED',T40,I5//
61OX, 'PRINT TIME INTERVAL' 440,615/I
710WWORD POSITION TO BE FILTERED',T40,12//
910WTIME SCALE FACTOR',T40,F1O.4//10X,'DISCEPANC' TOtERANCE',
*T40,FIO. 5//lOX, 'VELOCITY TOLERANCE',
*T40,FI0.5//IOX,'FILTER WEIGHTS',T40,
13(3F10.71T40)/I/OX,'OBSER.PATION NOISE ESTIMATE',T40,
2FIO.5//l0Xr'PLO1TING DETERMINATION',T40,A3/IHI)
DO 1080 JR=1,3

TH4THETA( JR)
ONEL I (TH + 1.)**5
RPSIG( JR) zSPRIOZ
VRF(JR,1)=(1. - TH) * ONE * (19. + 24. * TH + 16. *TH**2 + 6.*

1 TH**3 + TH**4)
1080 VRF(JR,2)=(1. - TH)**3 * 50. * ONE * (49. + 50. * TH + 13.

I TH**2)
4 READ(10)TIME, (WORD(N),N=17 72), (KFG(N),N=1 ,12) ,(TIT(N) ,N=1,3)

IF(ABS(TIME - START) .LT. .001)00 TO 7
GO TO 4

7 IF((TIME - STOP) .GT. .001)G0 TO 999
KFLAG=KFG((NPOS - 1) / 6 +1)
RO=WORD(NPOS)
BESF=0.
DO 60 JR=1,3

TOL3=TOLI
TOL4=3. *SURT(RPSIG(JR))
IF(TOL4 .GT. TOLI)TOL3=TOL4
XPP(JR)=XPP(JR) + .1 *XVPCJR) + .005 *XAP(JR)
XVP(JR)=XVP(JR) + .1 * XAP(JR)
IF(KFLAG)905,905,908

905 REPS(JR)0O.
6O TO 52

908 IF( IFLAG(JR) )910,51 ,910
910 IF(NP(JR) .EO. 0)XPP(JR)=RD
51 REPS(JR)=RO - XPP(JR)

IF(IFLAG(JR) )915,920,915
915 LFLAG(JR)z1

IF(NP(JR) .LT. 5)LFLAG(JR)=O
IF(NPCJR) - 10)60,60,920

920 IF(ABS(REPS(JR)) - TOL3)9?5,925,52
925 NEX(JR)0O

GO TO 60
52 NEX(JR)=NEX(JR) + 1
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IF(NEX(JR) - N.'1AX)60,60,54
54 1FLAi3(JR)=1

NEX(JR)0O
NP( JR) =0
GD TO 910

60 CONTINUE
DO 80 JR=1,3

IF(IFL(A5(JR) )SC,70,80
70 IF(NEX(JR))80,71,80
71 XPP(JR)=XPP(JR) + FWATE(JR,1) * REPS(JR)

XYP(JR)=XVP(JR) + FWgATE(JR,2) * REPS:JR)
XgAP(JR)=XAP(JR) + FWATE(JR,3) *REPS(JR)

80 CONTINUE
DO 100 JR=1,3

IF(IFLAG(JR) .E9. 0)G0 TO 100
XNP=NP( JR)
IF((XNP .GT. 10.) AND. (NEX(JR) .GT. 0))GO TO 95
DEN=?EPS(JR) / (XNP + 3.) (XNP + 2.) (XNP + I1.)
XPP(JR)=XPP(JR) + (9 *XNP**2 + 9 * XNP + 6) * DEN
XVP(JR)=XVP(JR) + (360. * XNP + 180.) * DEN
XAP(JR)=XAP(JR) + 6000. * DEN

95 VRFE(JR,1)=(9. *XNP**2 + 27. *XNP + 24.) / (XNP + iJ.**3
VRFE(JR,2)=(19200. *XNP**2 + 74400. * XNP +£3400.)/
I (XNP + 3.)4*5

100 CONTINUE
DO 120 JR=1,3

RESID(JR)=RO - XPP(JR)
TEMP=RESID( JR)
IF(ABS(TEMP) - RESMAX)114,114,112

112 TElIP=RESMAX
114 RNSII3(JR)=RNSIG(JR) + SWATE 4(TEMP**2 -RNSIG(JR))

RPSIG(JR)=ABS(RNSIG(JR)) + SPRI02
120 CONTINUE

DO 140 JR 1,3
DO 140 K=1,2

IF(IFLAG(JR) )130, 124,130
124 RSSIG(JRK)=VRF(JR,K) *RPSIG(JR)

GO TO 140
130 RSSIG(JR,K)=JRFE(JR,K) *RPSIG(JR)
140 CONTZNUE

DO 160 JR=1,3
IF(IFLAG(JR) )144,160,144

144 IF(VRF(JRYI) -VRFE(JR 11))148,152,152
148 NP(JR)=NP(JR) + I

GO TO 160
152 NP(JR)=0

IFLAG(JR)=0
160 CONTINUE

DO 175 JR=1,3
IF(RESID(JR) *PRESID(JR))170,170,16B
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188 SID(JR) Nl ID(JP?) + I
GO TO 175

170 N+ ID ( J P)0
175 PPES!D(JR)zR Sll)(JR)

IF(LFLAG(3 )ZA*P200, 176
176 1F(VR F-(3,1) - YRf!E(,1))177,177,201
177 IF(VRFE(3,1) - YRFE(LIHIBLIB!1,210
181 DELV14~l'P(3) - XVP(Z)

IF(ABS(PFLV1) - T(12)lqEJ,182,192
162 NV32 NV32 + 1

lF(NV32 - MAXNV)124,84,200
183 NY32=0
184 IF(NPESID(3) - NR IX)195.186,200
186 £PLSF=3.
200 IF(BESF)Z2O201.220
201 IF(LFLAG(2))Z10,?10,?202
202 lF(YRFE(2,1) - QFEI1,l))203.203,210
203 DFLYI=XVP(2) -XVP(1)

IF(ABS(DELVI) -TOL2)2C:5,204,204

204 NIV?1=NVZI + I

IF(NV21 - MAiXNV)206,20)6,210
205 NV21=0
206 IF(NRESID(2) - NRMAX)207,207,210
207 BESF=2.

GO0 TO 220
210 1F(LFLAG(I))212,212,218
212 IF(LFLAG(2))213,213,215
213 BESFz3

GO TO 220
215 BESF=2

GO TO 220
218 BESF~1
220 TIMEI=TIME * TSCALE

IBESF=BESF
RESID(4) =RESID( IBESF)
RPSIG(4) =RPSIG( IBESF)

VRFE(4,1)=VRFE( IBESF1 I)
VRFE(4,Z)=VRFE(IBESF,2)
XPP(4)=XPP( IBESF)
XVP(4)=XVP(IBESF)
XAP(4)=XAP(IBESF)
DO 500 I=1,6

IPRINT(I)=IPRINT(l) + 1
IF(PRINT(I) .EO. -1000)60 TO 254
IF(IPRINT(I LT. IGAPMI)GO TO 500

254 IPRINTMI=O
GO TO (255,265,270,2275,276,277),1

255 PRINT 256,TIIIE1
258 FORtiAT(/2XFIO.2)

PRINT 258,(RESID(JR),JR=1,4),BESF,(NEX(JR)1 JR=1,3),
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* (LFLAG(JRIJR=1,3)
C l,'RITE(8)TlkjE,(RESID(JR),JR=1,4),BESF
258 F0, MAT(2X,5E15.7,613)

G30 TO 500
265 14RITE(2,-756)TIMEI

WRITE(2,257)(StRT(RPSIG(JR)),JR=1,4),BESF
257 FORMtAT(2X,5E15.7)
C WRITE(9)TIME1,(SORT(RPSIG(JR)),JR=1,4),BESF

GO TO 500
270 WRITE(3,256)TIMEI

WRITE(3,?257)( ('.RFE(JR,KK),JR=1,4).BESF,KK=1,2)
GO TO 500

275 WRITE(4,256)TIME1
WRITE(4,257)(XPP(JR) ,JR=1,4),BESF
GO TO 500

276 WRITE(5,256)TIMEI
IRITE(5,257) (XVP(JR) ,JR=i 4) .BESF

c WRITE(11)TIMEI,(XVP(JR),JR=1.4),BESF
GO TO 500

277 WRITE(6,256)TIMEI
WRITE(6,Z57) (XAP(JR) ,JR=I,4),BESF

500 CONTINUE

GO TO 7
999 IF(NPLOTT .NE. 'YES')GO TO 1110
1110 STOP

END
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T m-e Best Des t
Filter I Filter 2 Filter 3 Filter F'ilter
Re, jdualI Resi-dual Residual Res idu al 1) ~e r

I t E+0 2 .1 3'l7 2I E0 2 1 :C 8 2 L-+ 02 -10 6:,2 f-+02 .300O0001701

. 0
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7. -31 E +01 -.909! 5 9 F0 1 -123b7 17 E+ 02 -. 121872L 2 .3JJ00009E01
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21 . 50
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11b2W9E'01 -.. bL.E0~-S~ i6E+02 9.1305iJ41 .IJLJQIf1

21 .* i
.2037006r7+01 -i52856+01 -.Ibl6EfG2 -. 523866E+01 . 200000EOZ*0

21,90

-.14527EI-01 57 ~19 4425 + 01 -. 144296E+02 .576944-15+01 . 2000tJU-OE*

22.00 -__ _ _ _- _ _ _ _ --. 113b749E+00 4.'31 7745E+i -I ltj73J.432E+02 4.L3177 45E+ 01 20900 000E+0i

22.10
-. 2283854.E+00 - 34 7469E-+i -.11750 83 7E +02 -434 74 u9E+ 0-1 2 00 0 0 09E+ 0i

22.20
-A 2 56 LZ-46 E f 0~ -- .- 30422-9 :-± 01 .- 1 8-Z215- E-#. 0 P -430l4223 E+DL.- 20 DDDDE+D 0

22.30
-914.84098E+01- -. *5989348E4-81---.2106f623E-+O2----.l484098E+01 - .IOOOOOE+0i

D-3 Ranae Measurement
Adaptive Exponential Filter Output Example:

Residuals

Figure C.1
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Ti me Best Best
Filter I Filter 2 Filter 3 Fil1ter Filter

Sm!a Siqma S~ Sirn Sigmna Numbe r
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*64 4 62 8E+01 .~7 b 319 E+ 01 .C -,5 -2 1f + 02 C 5 2.1o -? i C+ U 2 .3 0 Q0 19E+0 1

.6l76927E+6i *425258,V+Cl .104 3 83 1E + 02 .JL43863E+02 .3 3%0 0 !+0 1
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21.o
*5 M 4 u 09 1 E f1 .9B+D6b35E4-01 I - 5 8 5E +0 2 .118 u4 ,'j'-7+0 2 .3 90 00 E +0 1

21 .40
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21 .59
* _53_6143 9 0 L+ 1 3 52 D ,3 5 :-+0 D li9 t.~r3 I3~~E~ .2flUJO0EF01-

21.*70
.524297E+01 8~33040'4E+O1 .1- 9 4 101f-+ 02 .83324j4ii-+0 O2J000Sr01
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* 50 7 5 3 6E+0 1 .8185010Y-+01 .12.32567E+02 .88Ia5010E+01 .20JO090E+01

22.00 -- -

.470917bE+Oi .783 7997 E + 01 .13'V7379E+0 2 7 8 3 7 j 7 E+ 01 .20 000 0 E+ 01

22.10 -

.'.5'1767E+ol .7645708E*01O *13'+3195E4.02 .764.5708E+01 .2000000E+01

22.?2
.L.38G454E+O1 .74.60678E+01 1I3821i35E+02 .74bflb78E+01 .2000000E+01

22.30
*42425bbE.O1 .7367255E+0-1 .-1444724-E+02 _, 4+242-5a6E+-01_ _.*1000000E+01

D-3 Range Measurement

Adaptive Exponential Filter Output Example:

Standard Deviations

Figure C.2
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21.10
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•214343 +01 .3b23 7 1G& . 9482709E-01 . 92Z>IIEI-01 . 300000DE+01

21.22
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21 .30
. 7l/ 4 13--+00 .?L99558L+00 .1 78786E+00 .I17873bE+00 . 3000000+01
.2-49#. L+01 .3062371E+00 . 8576389L-Oi . 85763l3E- 0i .3000000+01

2 ? . f ,O
.I/ 7+9E:'+OG . 24J9-S87+00 . 15,51571E+00 . 56174'-3[+00 . 10 000K+01

.4 3t33E+01 .30b23711+00 . 81:o316E-01 . 2,93433L+01 .100000 3 +01
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2 q 4 3 8-+0 1 3ab2 671E+U --. 70U2708E-1-U .3U6237IE+00 * 20000O0EtOl

2 1 . 8 0 . .. . . . . . ..__
.5617749E00 .2499358E+00 .1451487E+00 .2499358E+00 .2O0000OE4Oi
.2 493438E+01 .30b2371E7+00 .b7b4340E-01 .3062371E+00 .2000000E+i1

.5b1774C9E+00 .2499358E+00 .1428452E+00 .2499358E+00 .2000000E+01
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22.10
.5617749E+00 .2499358E+00 .1384506E+00 .2499358E+U0 *2000000E+01
-?q3 I--I-G237 17-1-3U6-27 I5Et+ DO- -;3U301E 91JU - 00DEOOE+01

D-3 Range Measurement

Adaptive Exponential Filter Output Example:

Variance Reduction Factors

Figure C.3
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i ne Fest St
rilter 1 Filter 2 Filter 3 Filter Filter
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D-3 Range Measurement

Adaptive Exponential Filter Output Example:

Position

Figure C.4
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D-3 Range Measurement

Adaptive Exponential Filter Output Example:

Vel ocity

Figure C.5
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i eBe st Best
Fiir1 Filter 2 Filter 3 Filter Filter
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D-3 Range Measurement

Adaptive Exponential Filter Outp.ut Example:

Accel eration

Figure C.6
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STATEMENT OF WORK

During Task SER 82-1, aloorithms required for inclusion

in thn VAX 11/780 computer real-time range safety programs were

identified. The identified algorithms were of three types:

a) algorithms being utilized in the current (P2457) software,

requiring no modifications, b) algorithms utilized in P2457,

requiring modifications, and c) new algorithms not currently

included in P2457.

Among the new algorithms recommended were the following:

1) Table look-up drag and wind corrected instantaneous

impact predictions (lIPs) with uncertainty ellipses.

2) Adaptive exponential radar data filters.

3) Utilization of telemetered inertial navigation

system (INS) and altimeter data.

The contractor is directed to develop the above three

algorithms and present them in a form conducive to fast, efficient

incorporation in the VAX 11/780 real-time range safety software.

The task will proceed within the following guidelines:

1) The algorithms will be defined both in conventional

mathematical and Fortran notation.

2) Flow diagrams of the algorithms will be developed

and presented.

3) The validity of the algorithms will be demonstrated

by running realistic test cases on the AD CDC

computer.




